Minute Man Dart League, Inc.
P.O. Box 2165 / Danvers, MA 01923-5165 / www.MMDL.org

MATCH REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS

Reports no longer need to be emailed - but should still be filled out properly:.
1.
1

Use a ballpoint pen. Fill in the MATCH NUMBER, AREA/DIVISION, DATE, and START TIME (with BOTH
Captain’s initials in space provided) at the top (write END TIME of your match at the bottom with
capt’s signatures when finished).

2

Fill in the TEAM NAMES of both teams on the proper side, HOME on RIGHT and AWAY on LEFT.

3

PRINT the FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME of each player in the spaces provided for each event. PRINT
LEGIBLY AND CHECK SPELLING so that proper credit can be given.

4

Line-ups are to be filled out completely in the blind before the starting time of the first match.

5

The Visiting Captain should submit a complete line-up to the Home Captain after the Home Captain
has completed the home team’s lineup.

6

The MINIMUM NUMBER OF PLAYERS to complete a match is FOUR.

7

As the match progresses, put a 1 in the space provided next to the winning team for each event
and a 0 in the space next to the losing team.

8

Subtotal the points for each section in the box provided at the end of each group of events. This
should not exceed 3 points for the 501 doubles, 3 points for the cricket doubles and 6 points for the
Singles. The total points for each team combined should equal 12. Indicate the total for each team
at the bottom of the sheet next to Total Match Points.

9

In the Singles section of the Match Report, although each singles is best-of-three, only one point is
earned, same for best of three cricket (top division only).

10

ALL STAR POINTS - For players who throw one of the following turns during the match. In 01 games:
180s (any 01 game), High ON and High OUT (singles only); in any Cricket game: Rounds of Nine (RO9)
and Six Bulls (6BC). Write the FULL PLAYER NAME UNDERNEATH THAT PLAYER’s TEAM and indicate
what was thrown (180/RO9/6BC) in the small blocks next to their name. ALL STAR POINTS DO NOT
COUNT IF: 1) the player busts their score during that turn; 2) not all marks of an R09 or 6BC count in
the score; 3) High On or Out is not from singles; or 4) it is the third game of a best of three.

11

For HIGH ONs and HIGH OUTs thrown during 01 games, write the name of the player(s) who scored
the highest on and out AND the score of the turn, regardless of which team, in the space at the
bottom. Ons and Outs must be 121 or higher to qualify.

12

After the completion of the full match, BOTH CAPTAINS must verify the correctness of the report
and the accuracy of the match END TIME and sign in the space provided at the bottom. This signature indicates the Captain’s approval of all information to be submitted.

13

All Match Reports are to be filled out in duplicate. If not using or having an issue with DartConnect,
SCAN OR PHOTOGRAPH the TOP COPY (white) and email to your area’s statistician. Emailed reports
must be received by FRIDAY 12PM for inclusion in the weekly standings. LATE reports may be
subject to point deductions. Each captain should keep their copy of the completed match report
for their records and to reference in case of disputes or errors.

14

PENALTY POINT DEDUCTIONS may be incurred for (but not limited to) the following: 1) missing or
incorrect Week/Match #, Area/Div, Date, or Team Names; 2) player names incomplete or missing
and/or use of players not on official roster; 3) number of points per leg of match & total points for
each team are missing or incorrect; 4) missing one or both Capt signatures; 5) report received late.

15

If you are Shorthanded or Missing Players: In instances where you are short handed, do not leave
player names blank, instead write “NP” or “No Player”. If a players name is filled in but the player
did not actually play in that game, strike a line through that player’s name..

See Example Completed Match Report on Reverse Side >>>

Example Completed Match Report
Each captain should keep a copy of all match reports until end of season.

1

1
I Am Darticus

2

1
0
1
2

Frank Williams
Tom Drapes
Barry Avery
John Slattery
Russel Jeffries
Sawyer Thompson

0

John Slattery
Barry Avery
Frank Williams
Tom Drapes
Sawyer Thompson
Russel Jeffries

1
1
0
0
1
1
4
7

1
0
1

8
11
10

12

John Slattery - 160

John Slattery

R09

Frank Williams

T80

Russel Jeffries

R09

6BC

Jack Stevens
Frank Chiton
Finn Johnagon
Melissa Bimbette
Ronnie Picard
15 NP
Finn Johnagon
Ronnie Picard
Jack Stevens
Frank Chiton
Melissa Bimbette
15 NP
Finn Johnagon
Ronnie Picard
Jack Stevens
Frank Chiton
15 Fred Huggleberry
Melissa Bimbette
Finn Johnagon - 154

Melissa Bimbette

R09

Jack Stevens

T80

Sawyer Thompson

PENALTY POINT DEDUCTIONS may be incurred for (but not limited to):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

7:30

ST
JS

Total Bull

Barry Avery
Tom Drapes
John Slattery
Frank Williams
Russel Jeffries
Sawyer Thompson

3

9/6/11

North Shore - A2

Missing or incorrect Week/Match #, Area/Division, Date, or Team Names
Player names incomplete or missing and/or use of players not on your official roster
Number of points per leg of match and total points for each team are missing or incorrect
Missing one or both Captain signatures
Report received late

Jack Stevens
League Sponsors

0
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1
0
0
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10:53

